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Survival - practice and theory
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Survival psychology (British approach)
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‘One man got very excited and was running 

around screaming, but luckily a wheel 

spanner was handy and he was soon quiet.  

Otherwise the behaviour of  the whole ship’s 

company was admirable.’  

Cdr PW Gretton RN
(later Vice Admiral and 5th Sea 

Lord)
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• appropriate emergency response

• loss of initiative

• stereotypical behaviour

• perseveration of behaviour 

• hyperactivity 

• hypoactivity

• cognitive paralysis

Emergency behaviours



• appropriate emergency response

• dysexecutive syndrome

• stereotypical behaviour

• perseveration of behaviour 

• hyperkinesia

• hypokinesia

• akinesia

Emergency behaviours
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Leach, J. & Ansell, L. (2008). Impairment in 

attentional processing in a field survival 

environment Applied Cognitive Psychology,22,643-652.

= executive attention
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Fractionating the SS: - impairment found?

X • dual task co-ordination

? • search strategies in long term memory

√ • planning and temporal span

√  • internal monitoring

√ • inhibition of prepotent responses
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Cognitive degradation

- but not disintegration
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Protective equipment

Protective behaviours

…for an uncertain environment



Survival Mindset

‘Foolish to depend on luck… 

we need built-in preparedness’.

Flt Lt John Hudson RAF

Chief  Instructor, Combat 

Survival

UK SERE School



Planning for the Unexpected…

…will not happen 

when the unexpected happens


